
 

 

 

FIGHTING COVID-19 TO KEEP OUR SHOW SEASONS 

 

We in the horse community, alongside the rest of the world, are all facing very difficult times. Many had 

planned their calendars and carefully mapped out their show season only to be dealt the usual hand of 

cards 2020 has presented us. However, I know that our community will not let our season go to waste!  

How can we safely attend the horse shows still available to us this year and stay safe?  

Royalty Stables would like to help pass along some helpful tips to help keep you, your friends, family, 

and your show venues safe.  

1. Do your part. 

We all know that TP, sanitizer, and disinfectant wipes have been rather scarce the past few months. 

Bring your own little stash and help sanitize after yourself. Wipe down the surfaces you touch and after 

you touch surfaces.  

2. Keep your distance. 

Just like your rides on the rail, keep a horse lengths distance from fellow attendees. Do your best to 

keep space between you and everyone else, social distancing is appropriate during this time. Picture 

everyone as a horse with a red ribbon tacked on their rump.  

3. Limit your contact. 

There are many ways that you can limit your contact with those on the property during a show or 

schooling. You can start by sending in your entry forms rather than filing them out the morning of the 

show. Double bonus, there are locations such as ours, that offer a discount for sending in your entries 

early. Win-win! Secondly, you can bring your own reusable number. Lastly, if you are not able to send in 

your entry form early and still prefer to file your entry form the morning of the show, print off your own 

entry form and schedule for the day.  

4. Use your head. 

Really, use your head. Take your temperature, gauge how you are feeling, and do not go if you have a 

temperature, feel sick, or have been around someone who has recently been sick.  

You have worked hard and want to share your accomplishments and improvement with the people you 

love. What better way to show them your love other than encouraging those who are 

immunocompromised to sit this one out? Take lots of photos and videos to share your day with them 

virtually.  

 

Do you have tips and tricks to aid keeping your fellow equine enthusiast safe through these usual times? 

Share them below.  


